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JACKPOT F~VER STR-IKES AGAIN 

By Patricia Maynard · 

((Hurry up, kids! I don't want to· be late!" I shout through the open 
kitchen door. Checking inside my bowling bag one last time, I note that 
nothing has been forgotten; socks, shoes, ball, and towel are all in their 
proper places. The stubborn zipper on my' bag gives me some trouble, but 
not for long; "There! "_I exclaim triumphantly as I dose the last rusted inch 
_of giant metal teeth. My tattered, old blue vinY,I bag is placed lovingly on the 
back seat of my equally tattered old Volkswagen while the children fight for 
the front seat. They finally get settled in, and with a roar of the engine we are 
off to the bowling alley. 

Jackpot fever! It strikes every Tuesday ~s soon as I open my eyes in the 
mo_rning. "Today's the -day I'm going to win!" I vowed while under the 
warm, pulsing stream of water in the shower. The feeling stays with me all 
the way to the alleys. The chi loren are seen safely to the nursery, where they 
will remain while my league is bowling our -weekly three games. · 

The day's schedule of lanes and teams is posted at the spacious front desk. 
This must be my lucky day; my team is bowling on lanes nine and ten, which 
just happen to be my favorite pair of lanes in the alley. 

As I tie the laces on my much-used beige shoes, the feeling of excited 
anticipation I· have been experiencing increases. Casually walking to the 
line, I aim my first practice ball and let loose-a strike! I pray that it is an 
omen of things to come. The desire to win is so strong; the tension when
ever I go to the line to throw my ball is unbe.arable. The jackpots have been 
enricing m~ for months, with no success on my -part. . . 

At last the game has begun. As usual, I am last bowler and scorekeeper for 
my team. The other three women each take their turn while I wait patiently. 
When my turn arrives, I go to the ball rack and pick up my scarred old ball. 
The scratches and nicks on its dull ebony S_!Jrface give testimony to its years 
of use. Using my favorite towel, I rub the surface of the ball u·ntill am satis
fied that no oil remains on it; this could cause the ball to track or slide down 
the lane instead of rolling as it should. 

"Easy now, Pat/' I say to myself as I approach the line to set up my shot. 
"Slow and steady wins the race." I sight down the alley over the second 
arrow from the right; this is my strike target. Theoretically, if I keep my ey~ 

LIFE 
It's a deep cirde 
with cushioned sides 
made for rebounding 
and starting again 
inside the circle. 

By Patrick Cooper . ~ .... 

on this . arrow, walk straight, and release my ball properly without twisting 
my body I will have a strike. Slowly, I glide down the approach with a 
shuffling motion; one, two, three, slide. The ball is released perfectly over 
the target. It rolls true over its mark and solidly into the 1-3 pocket. Nine pins 
fall immediately, while the ten pin, my nemesis, wavers back and forth like a 
child in a candy .store who can't decide which way to go first. It falls, at the 
last possible moment, before the automatic pinsetter can swoop down 

. upon it. I breath a sigh of relief and return to my seat. 
Incredible luck is with me as the game _progresses. By the time we reach 

the tenth frame, I have racked up seven strikes and two spares. Never have I 
bowled this well before; my excitement is overpower-ing. 

As I approach the ball rack for the last frame of the game, nervousness 
.almost overcomes me. If I want to win, I have to throw at least one strike or 
spare. The competition is stiff; a woman on the second pair of lanes to my 
right has finished with a 235 game. I can barely control the shaking in my 
hands -as I pick up the ball and dry it with my now-blackened towel. I walk to 
the line, aim, and throw. Too soon! The ball goes ahead of its mark and is 

'heading right for the headpin, which can result in the worst of all possible 
evils-a split! 

A silent prayer goes through my mind as I watch the pins fall, seemingly in 
slow motion. All of the pins in the middle of the lane go down, leaving two 
on either side of the ally. The " big four" split has defeated me. 

Turning dejectedly back towards my chair, I see my teammates all 
jumping up and down and shouting at me to turn around. Slowly I pivot, not 

·really believing what my eyes take in. The four pin is wobbling back and 
forth and suddenly falls into the seven, leaving me a possible spare. I have a 
chance to win after all! 

I take my time sighting down the alley to make my spare. My ball reaches 
its target with inches to spare. My next shot gives me an eight count, which 
br·ings my score up to 244. The big jackpot is mine! Boy, how I have longed 
for this day. I leave the bowling alley $250 richer and feeling terrific. Not 
only did I win the jackpot, I just bowled the best game eve~ in my two years 
of bowling. What a feeling! 

This publication represents the literary and artistic efforts of students 
from Kapiolani Community College. It was compiled and edited by Glenn 
Hara, Patricia Maynard, and Karen Pomeroy, with the guidance of their 
advisor, Winifred Au. 
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FLEETING -GOLDEN MOMENTS 

By Karen Pomeroy , 

"Damn it!" my thoughts raced, "Why the hell did this have to 
happen?" The questions and anger consumed ~e as I barged 
through the doors of the Intensive Care Unit. Dad was dying and 
we hadn't even shared life together. · 

The years had slipped by nearly void of my father and me talk
ing, sharing the joys and sorrows in life or ever expressing our 
love. Now I wanted to st<?P the clock from ticking and turn back 
the hands of time to-try to find what we had never had. But the 
only ticking was that of the machine monitoring his heart beat. 
My mind explo~ed as i thought of that ticking coming to a stop. 

The anger dramed from tny body and gave way to despair as I 
stood at the end of my, father's bed. The sterile white environ
ment that encased bim held no hope or life itself. 

I studied his uneasy face for a long time while my mind's eye 
viewed flashbacks of our time together. A wave of. sadness 
enveloped me as I meditated on how shallow our relationship 
had been all along. Now it was too late to capture what we missed 
as the doctors said he would most likely go at any moment. 

A smile stole across his lips as he ·very slowly opened his eyes 
and saw me there. I swallowed hard trying to rid myself of the 
lump in my throat. Then I chimed, "This is a heck of a way to get 
·the-two of us together to have .some time alone to talk." 

His eyebrows rose and he tilted his head. He uttered thought
fully, "No we've never really talked, have we?" 

Wanting to be gentle with him I said, "I'm afraid most of the 
time when we did talk, we talked at each other and not with each 
other." · · 

His eyes shifted to the curtain behind ·me as he spoke, "I pretty . 
much made your mother handle you kids," pausing to clear his . 
throat, "cause I never wanted to get involved." 

11We wanted you to show us you loved us by stepping in," I 
wen.t on apologetically, uso I guess that was why we were so rebe
lious." I paused a few moments, then spoke softly saying, "I've 
loved you all my life, but you've never let me near enough to you 
to show it or say it. I tried to tell you in things I did and said but 
you never seemed to see or hea·r me." · 

He closed his eyes tightly and swallowed hard. Then after what 
seemed an eternity he said, "You're right. I never did give you -
much advice or tell you I loved you." Then h!s eyes sought mine 
and he continued, "I'll tell you one thing I've learned. Live every 
day as if it were your last~ life is a hell of a lot shorter than any of us 
think it will be." · 

I gazed at this man who learned this valuable lesson so late in 
life, smiled softly, and murmured, uThat's beautiful Dad. I'll 
carrry that with me always~" 

He closed his eyes and sighed deeply. uThere's another thing 1 
want to tell you." Again he opene~ his eyes and met mine. "I've 
never showed it and I've never said it, but I've always loved you," 
pausing as his weary eyes studied my face, then he went on, uand 
I love you now." . · 

He fell silent and we squeezed each others hand. His breathing 
slowed as I leaned over and kissed away the tear that ran down his 
cheek. Compassionatly, I whispered, "I love you Dad." 

I was at last able to speak those words to ears that were listen
ing, and able to hear words I had waited a lifetime to hear. Those 
words were like pure gold to me. , 

As I studied his face, peace and well ~eing seemed to come . 
over it. My brother entered the cubical and stood behind me 
with his hand on my shoulder. I gazed up at him and we 
exchanged expressions of ~tter helplessness. In seconds my eyes 
returned to my father only to see the blue overtaking his face. 

As I made my way down the corridor I wept. Not because my 
father had died but because we loved ~ach other and we were 
finally able t9 commun'icate that to one another. 

LOVING THOUGHTS 

I'm deaf, I can't hear 
Do you understand the things I fear? 
When you talk to me careless and fast 
All of your words rush by and past; 

I must lip-read every word 
Every word I've never heard 
When your back is turned too 
I can't hear ·wbat you might do. 

. I never really understand, 
The noise of a marching band 
And the bird chirp up in the tree 
Can only be a sight to me. · 

lt's'not hard but just see, 
I want people to understand me 
It's work & work without and end 
I'm telling you this my friend. 

I can't talk perfectly as hard as I try 
The thought of it often makes me cry 
This may come as a big shock to you 
And I'll try hard to understand you 
And all the different things you do 
let's forget our differences 
Be happy in the sun · 
and let's have some fun. 

By Judy Ault 

IN NEED OF 
UNDERSTANDING 

lord, 
do you understand 
what it is to be here? 
A s<?ul who believes, 
a mmd who questions 
and goes to the walking 
of the many erratic roads 

. doing little good for the soul 
b~t for the mind, pleases. 
W1th ~ew understandings 
the mmd goes on questioning. 
The soul is fearful of wrath . . 
lord, . . 
do you understand 
what it is to be here? 

By Pa.trick Cooper 

"CATCH ME IF YOU CAN" 

By Glenn Hara 

Sunday afternoons always filled Ala Moan a Park with a diverse 
th.ro~g of picnickers and weekend revelers that interrupted the 
flowmg expanse of greens. Frank Snake milled about the scat
tered crowd c;.areful to note anyone who didn't reflect the casual, 
relaxed look he had come to recognize of park goers. 

He had cased this sector of the park thoroughly and he knew 
that "they" were watching. Their positions formed the points of 
a pentastar tpat allowed an efficient net of observation and. Frank 

·was in the middle of it all. 
A wbite blur whizzed by fl:ank's head,narrowly missing his left 

ear as he threw himself aside. A trio of young boys ran past. One 
o~ the~ sl?wed and yeHed "SORRY Mister!" before catching up 
With h1s fnends. Frank muttered an unintelligible curse under his 
br.eath as the softball rolled to a stoo behind him. 

A silly ditty found its way through his lips as he placed himself 
in the very center of the park where he was certain that "they" 
were near. 

"They saw me before, they'll see me again; try to catch me if 
you qm." · · · 

. ."Enough of preliminaries, it's time· for action!" This thoug_ht 
. raced by as he unzipped his knapsack and deftly drew out a small 

metallic cylinder. Eager fingers snapped the alum·inum tab which 
then treed the contents as is swiftly gurgled down Frank's throat 
The action was repeated once more and as "they" converged 0~ 
him he tossed the empites into a cluttered trash can. . . 

UThey" came at him swiftly in a show of force that was 
determined to stop Frank in his tracks. Hands reached into 
waistbands in unison revealing wallets that flashed the metallic 
glint of their contents. -

Fran~ sn·apped into actio~ as he. sprinted towards a nearby 
gathenng of people ~elebratmgthe1r company picnic. A volley
ball game covered h1s flank as he threw off his shirt and discard
ed the rags stuffed inside. He hopped on one leg as he tore off his 
trousers. An elderly woman screamed as she witnessed this but 
was promptly silenced by a face full of green polyester. 

Under this outer coverjng, a new form began to emerge. A 
muscular-armed young man in pruple running shorts with a phy
sique to match now serenely strol-led out of the crowd towards a 
group of departing picnickers. He offered to help them carry 
their belongings, "Since I'm going the same way." 

A burst of laughter was stifled as "they" continued a futile 
search that had closed in and found no suspect. Reinforcements 
came rushing by as Frank strolled with the casual air of a typically 
contented park-goer. . . 

u.Perfect timing!" he exclaimed as the bus pulled to a stop 
takmg a full load of passengers. Several stops and a few transfers 
later deposited Frank near to his parked Turbo-Bug. 
~ long hot. shower was to<? much, as Frank fell into a stupor 

wh1le stretchmg out on the cnsp sheets that lined his bed. His last 
thoughts as he drifted off to sleep were, "I've done it before 1 
did it today and I'll do it again .. . " ' 

The morning paper contained the following article: 
December 3, 1996 
lone Beer Drinker Strikes Again 
HONOLULU-Authorities have .failed to apprehend the un
identified man believed to be responsibJe for a recent outburst 
of public drinking in our state parks; in defiance towards new 
legislation that make beer drinking a capital offense, punishable 
by twenty years imprisonment. 



REFLECTIONS IN THE DESERT 
By Calvin Beralas 

Soft winds blew across calm waters on a clear day as we sailed a 
sea that eased our ship to gentle rolls. A high tropical sun beat di
rectly overhead, causing the activity aboard to drop to mini_mum. 
Some of us took shelter below deck, engaging in the normal rou
tines of either sleeping or reading; while up on top-side two 
others stood watch at the helm. Down below, I sprawled out on · 
the salon deck watching sunlight come through the skylight 
hatch, listening to the familiar sounds of rippling waters and the 
light fluttering of sails. Feeling a little homesick, I reflected back 
to the day we left port and wondered when this journey was 
comin~ to an end. For we had been on the .wate·r now 18 days at 
length from Hawaii and still there was no sight of land anywhere. 
ucould all this be a dream, is this really happening?" ,were some 
of the thoughts running through my h~ad: Yet as I lay there, the 
ship's rolling to and fro put an end to all my doubts. · 

From thedayweset out on this journey until now, we dilligent
ly scan,ned the horizon for signs of other ships in possible 
crossing. Since that time only one ship crossed our path and our 
eyes took us back to the daily vision of ro11ing swells, blue skies, 
and clouds above. In due time we learned how insignificant we 
were upon this great vast body of water. I recalled th'e words of 
one crewman saying,· "Water, water everywhere -and not a drop 
to- drink." It gave me a feeling of being in a desert place. The little 
entertainment' of flying fishes by day, and sunsets by night grew 
boring as the days ran on. uwho would hear the cries of our · 
hearts?", I thought to myself. The s~agulls, who glided in circles 
among the swells all day, couldn't care less. And though a 
company of dolphins comforted us fora short while, they uttered 
·a language we did not understand. Who would then hear the 
cries of our hearts. There wasn't another living soul in sight; no~ 
not even another ship save our _ship alone. Day by day, we 
watched an empty horizon until the empty and lonely feeling of 
this watery desert became a reflection of our souls within. With 
much hope, we continued to sail on. · 

Now on or about high· noon of the 18th day at sea, we eased our 
way southward into tropical waters and were caught unexpected 
down below when the crewman yelled out, 11 Land hoi". Almost 
as suddenly, the crew and I began a mad rush up the gangway 
passage that led to open air. Each one found his place near the 
water's edge, straining to see an isla11d in the distance. Approxi
mately 40 degrees off our starboard bow lay an oasis of lush palm 
groves stretching north and south with both ends diminishing 
into the horizon. White sand beaches could be distinguished 
from the natural vegetationr A faint object of what appeared to 
be a plane was spotted rising from ·.beyond the groves. In the air 
round about us, there came a Joy and a release in our spirits des
pite ou.r. vain attempts to contain our own anxieties. We 
continued watching the island throughout the afternoon hours 
while making slow but sure gains toward it. As we drew near, late 
in the afternoon sun, the oasis of palms we originally saw was in 
reality a chain of islands connected by a long barrier reef. Here, · 
we could make out more clearly the detailed features of this 
island habitat. By now the. skipper and his first mate, were con
cerned about shallow reefs in t_he area and plotted and keyed our 
position on the local chart. Although we scanned the island's 
shores, there were no sites of natives or their villages. We only 
heard the mild rushing sound of waves rolling up on the reefs 
while a flock of seagulls hovered together over the waters of its 
feeding ground. Between the patches of island groves we saw the 
still waters of an interior lagoon. Our senses picked up the mixed 
fragrances of ocean salt and island vegetation amidst an island 
chain that appeared uninhabited. uwhat kind of people dwell 
here in these isles?", I pondered. 

With the su·n now setting in the west, nighl was coming upon 
. us as a f.ellow crewmat~ and myself assumed the watch at the 

helm. The others retired to their bunks down below while the 
skipper gave us instructions. We sailed towards the south in the 

. early twilight soaking in the placid view of stars, sunset and islands, 
listening to the thoughts of our hearts. Soon our hopes will be 
fulfilled. -

THAT EXTRA MILE 

After giving and loving 
and giving some more 

· you're tired · 
but of course no one knows. 

People will keep 
depending on you, 
leaning on you; 
expecting great things from you. 

Coming to you empty 
they know 
you'll give and love 
and give and love some more. 

With their needs glaring you in the face 
the emptiness of people 
will hit you 
and you will welcome them ... 

And you will love them. 

By Karen Pomeroy 

'H 

WHYl 

The marveller's life is rather lonely , 
There are many moments of one and only 
Looki~g at a world through widened eyes 
Looking for answers to excessiv~ whys 
Is the end of the world drawing near 
.If so is there reason to fear 
What magic lies in the voice of the wind 
What power exists in the love for a friend 
All the patterns repeated throughol,Jt time 
Will their secrets one day be mine 
And if I dare delve the depths of my mind 
Can I live with what I find 
Who's to prove what is real 
All I know for sure· is what I feel 

. The silent sun burnin_g down on earth 
Supporting life's unending birth 
The stars much more than an eye can see 
What secret is he1d in their mystery 
Does anyone else ponder as I 
Does anyone else forever ask Why 
A lifetime of wonder held in a glance 
Answers found only prove sources 
For wondering anew on still other courses 
I'm sure the moment that I die 
My last word in life will be, . 
~~Why?" 

By Charles Wasson 

SMILING AT WHAT YOU SEE 
The dawn begins with a symphony 
and goes on to please the eyes 
as a thousand colors reflect 

from the scattered clouds drifting 
withing the early morning sky. 
The day is always promising 

to please if you go on; 
go out into this world 
and smile at what you see. 

By Patrick Cobper 
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ROCK OF AGES 

By Scott Smullen 

I roll before you as a pebble of what 
I once was, lazily sliding in and out 
with the tide on the sandy beaches of 
Makapu. Cast off a mountain at the 
age of two thousand or so, I vowed to 
pay back those who used me for a 
trampling ground. 

I became known as the "terror of 
MakaJ?u," ·and I was proud of this 
label. I was the last hope for this island . 
to get the last whack at those who had 
misused her. Surfboards who _dared 
to venture crackled and crumbled at 
the mere sight of me. I scraped every 
boogie board an_d cut every toe; fins 
were a joke with a head such as mine. 

. Signs were posted, but my friends 

BEING ME 
a 'year of seclusion 
chasing away illusion 
struggling to set free 
the true nature of me. 
a life time of playing games 
marriages that went up in flames 

of the sea made sure the splinters 
were never read. I enjoyed my posi
tion ·for a number of years until a lone 
swimmer came _by and cracked his 
head. What could I do? Blood and 
gore calmed the vengeful sea. I laid 
him on my back until the Coast Guard 
could save him. -

The sea heard of my plight, picked 
·me off the sandy bottom, and hurled 
me into a boulder. My pieces flew 
every which a way; now I have given 
up forever my claim of horror. (:on
tent as a mere pebble on a beach 
made up of thousands, wondering 
how many came from a piece, or part 
of me. · 

HAIKU 

Winter clouds drift by 
As morning sunshine beckons 

Sky eyes cry no more. 

-By Glenn Hara 

utter poverty to diamonds and swimming pools 
cast me as someone else to please the fools 
only now do I see clearly 
this masquerade has cost me dearly 
now I'll be who I truly am inside 
liking myself and living with pride. 

By Karen Pomeroy 

"DA POND AT HALEIWA AUN.TY'S HOUSE" 

Sundays were _always the days on which they got to go to 
Haleiwa Aunty's house because that was the only day their 
fathers didn't have to go to work. , 

Karen and Colleen, sisters, had a difference in age of seven 
years. Colleen was six and Karen, already a teenager, was 
thirteen. Babs, their cousin, was between Karen and Co11een in 
age; she was nine years old. Babs also held the middle role when
ever Karen and Colleen had one of their squabbles. Karen acted 
bossy toward Colleen because their older brothers often picked 
on Karen, and she naturally did the same to Colle~n. Babs' .sib
lings w~re much older than her and they hardly ever teased her, 
so Babs felt uncomfortable when these squabbles occured 
between Karen and Colleen. Babs, not knowing how to react, 
usually just thought of her own welfare. -

One Sunday, at Haleiwa Aunty's house, Karen, Colleen, and 
Babs were outside looking for something to entertain them
selves with. Lazily, they strolled the surroundings of their,aunty's 
country yard. Karen, being a teenager with other interests, felt 
that these visits were a waste of time. For fun, Karen tried playing 
the game of intimidation with Babs. 

''Eh, no go too close you know. Got boogey-man in dea," 
"I know you lying." 
"For real! If you no believe, try go." 
"You no believe me? Look insigh. Try look! See, no mo 

bottom." 
Got bottom. Ony no can see because so dahk. Dere's no such 

ting as no mo bottom." 
"How you · know?'~ 
"Only have soft oggie stuff on da bottom." 
"No mo bottom I tell you!" _ 
Failing to have a victim, Karen decided to find some other way 

of having fun, "Hah,l going make Colleen scade." She called out 
to her younger sister, "Colleen! Come." · 

Hesitantly, Colleen answered, "Wat?" 
"Come." 
"No, I no like," replied Colleen. 
Luringly, Karen tried again, "Come look at da fish. You no like 

see da fish? So preety." 
Colleen, now interested, said, "No mo fish." 
11Getl" Yea, Bab?" 
Quietly, Babs confirmed, "Yeah." 
Karen, knowing her sister was enticed, tried again in a more 

By Beverly Kimoto 

sincere tone, "Come Colleen. I promise 1· not lying: Get fish, big 
kine, small kine, all colla." 

Colleen approached cautiously, straining on tiptoes to see 
from afar. She was exceptionally short as a child (and still is 
today). That's probably part of the reason she was always the one 
to be picked on. After much luring, Colleen stood on the edge of 
the pond smiling at the sight of the colored koi. 

"Boo!" 
Colleen jumped. She attempted to back away from the wa-ter. 

Karen blocked her_ way from t_he back. 
M·ockingly, Karen teased, "You ·was scade, hah?" 
"Lemme go!" screamed Colleen. 
Hoping to aid Colleen, Babs, in a nonchalant way, said,"Karen, 

letter go. You going get into trouble for nuttin." 
Colleen [an back to the house. She didn't go inside though. 

She feared reprimand from her mother for having gone close to 
the pond in the first place, as she was not supposed to. 

Karen and Babs, sitting around the pool, chatted about the 
possible purpose of the pond's existence. ' 

~'You tink da wadda only grow da {ish?" Wea da wadda come 
from ·anyway?" 

"I tol you,_ da wadda come from da bottom." 
"You said no mo bottom!" 
"Come from unda neat---: no mo bottom. Das why so black'!'' 
Babs looked at the sides of the pond for some clue as to where 

the water came from. The inside walls were not visible and the 
only clue was the sound of rushing water. -

After staring at the black mass · for a while, Karen and Babs 
noticed bubbles popping out at the surface in the center of the 
pond. 

"See! Da boogey-man in dea," said Karen. 
"Dere's no such ting as dat!" 
"What deo?" 
Babs, unable to explain the air bubbles, sat and looked at the 

center of the rectangular pond. Karen went on to build her ex
planation, "Get all kind boogey-man. Dis one live undaneat. If 
you go too close, he going grab you ana nobobdy eva going 
know what happen to you." 

Babs, a non-believer of the boogey-man, decided, "Neva 
mine if get oh no mo. Main ting I no fall insigh bumbye nobody 
eva going know wha happen to me." 



SUNSET ON TOPANGA CANYON 

By Tracy Carrara 

On .a be~ch far from the city roar of los Angeles, the August 
sun smks mto the- western sky. Throngs of the earlier sun 
searching people have long gone now, and I am content to be 
alone on these warm sands of Topanga Canyon, on the edge of 
the sea . I have come to witness the glory of the sunset for I know . 
the magic th~t c~lours the world at this time of day. The horizon 
befo~e me is a stunning wash of fiery peach streaked with blazing 
ambers that bolt across the sky. High above, an arc of clouds 
tinged with rose travel swiftly on the south wind. In time they will 
blow all the way to Mexico. The clear vista stretches far to the 
south an'd reveals silhouetted palm.s swaying gently on the wind. 
Now, the faintest signs of evening lights begin to emerge up and 
down the coastline. 

H?w good .it is to be here, and how I love to breath deeply the 
healmg salt a1r! My thoughts are stilled and I am enchanted with 
the song of the sea. like a rhapsody of thunderous crashes, the 
waves rise in cres~endo and retreat again. Salt white spray fans 
hi~h into the air, gently misting my face with moisture. Her rhyth
mic tempo soothes my soul. Her perfect harmony is woven with a 
kind of pregnant silence which speaks of eternity and of the 
many mysteries she holds. I recall how the sea has beckoned to 
the souls of many men over the ages and enticed them to come 
travel her currents and find the ways to far distant lands. I hear 

· the faint echos of someon~'s distant guitar; it is Spanish music,~ 
perhaps that of a sailor strumming the chords of his homeland to 
the sea . . . 

My toes tingle in the sugary sand, still warm from the afternoon 
sun. The light of the sunglow· paints honey in my hair and gold in 
my skin to equal the silver beauty of the moon now visible.like a 
jewele~ crescent she lies just over the mountain ridge and b~gins · 
her ascent into the twilig~t sky. She will be high and bright before 
I am gone. The hazy blues above me are melting into deepening 
violets now, bringing on the first evening stars one by one. 

These amounts of beauty· unequalled, and all around me 
nature's livi~g gifts fill my senses. A sunset is a liquid painting with 
colours fash1oned and revealed by unse~n haAds. And the music 
of the sea is a ceaseless symphony sounded by unseen voices. In 
these few moments ·of solitude and splendor, the gift of renewal 
and the promise of another day has been given-and I pause to 
give thanks for the joy of beir:tg alive. 

THE ROAD AND· SELLING 
Somewhere on this road you've sold 
yourself 

to a cause of confusion; 
aimlessly wandering crimson paths 
with untied snoelaces 

you've stumbled 
along, always going the right direction. 

You've heard the news?, sold again by 
yourself 

to the silence of l'onelin.ess. 
Your blue eyes envisioning love 
with no hope of love · 

you're stumbling 
along without the fear of going wrong. 

On the road you'll be selling again 
yourself 

to some cause you've never seen, 
wandering across the traps in the mind 
with the knowledge held 

you've stumbled 
along into just the right ending. 

By Patrick Cooper 

TRYING 
I have looked into the sun 
and walked in a still silence 
bY, the light of the moon. 
I have sailed the rivers 
and seen -the stars fade 
with the coming of dawn. 
I have loved within the night 
with one I cannot recall, 

·and fathered children 
whose si-ght I do not know. 
I have stood within the night 
trying hard not to witness 
the eyes of God watching. 

By Patrick Cooper 

·ocEAN'S LURE 

A thousand teasing eyes 
Twinkle and wink their welcome 

The beams of their long 
Lashes playfully caress the . 
Liquid sky below. 

Glints of silver on midnight ripples· 
Skip up the sand to meet me, 
Flirting with me like 
Innocent children they 
Touch this foreigner quickly 
-A curious, cautious pause ... 
Then return mirthfully into the 

' Maternal folds of the ocean. 

They leave behjnd a 
Trail of glistening stardust 
A magical path 
I wish to follow. 

By Diane Lee 

HUMPTY DUMPTY REVISITED 

Humpty Dumpty 
Sar in a carton 
A crack on the skillet 
Set his side smartin' 
And as he yelled out loud 
"Well I hope you're proud!" 
I pulled open his side 
And Humpty got fried 

By Charles Wasson 

·-
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REFLECTIONS ON AN EVENING 
AFTER SUMMER 

the night is crying 
in your fingers, . 
tapping those ivory keys. 
every note is a spear of ice 
that grazes my heart 
with benumbing coldness. 
oh what i could touch 
you with the warmth 
of the fire of my love. 
even if the flames 

· die in my attempt. 

beloved, if there was death 
in your fingers long ago 
which i was ·not able to elude, 
weeping now can't assuage 
your lamentations ... 
for i, who was once a part of your breath, 
am now neither life nor death. 
but now a composition 
of poetry and rhyme. 

By Constante AI. Domingo 

MY FRIEND AND I 
Who knows about toes? We do. 
Little feet together have fun. 
Clowns in a circus of reality. , · . 
Big smiles close eyes, and create laughter. 
Free, come run in the breeze and play. 

· By Lauren Soth 

BLUE MONEY 

By Anthony lge 
~ 

Feeling as if I hadn't had enough sleep and being in a trance-
. like state of mind, I realized someone is trying to wake me. As I try 
to pull apart my mucous-sewn eyes, I focus upon the figure and 
realize its another day of fishing and a ride on the boat. . 
· As we head for the pier on the other side of the island I can feel 
.the clean, cri'sp morning air running through my system. Still 

- trying to face the fact that it's the beginning of a new day, I feel 
the excitement of the day racing through my body · as my 
adrenalin starts pumping. We finally reach the pier and begin 
launching the boat.' The smell of the salt air practically makes me 
smell the fish. 

About an hour has gone by and the sun's ray beams through 
the mist of the salty air. As we troll on out I notice the island 
begins to look smaller. I try to look for some birds to follow as the 
sun's rays put me in a daze. The humidity in the air starts to make · 
my skin dry as it also collects salt from the air. 

uzzzZZZ/' one of the poles are hit as my friend's father yells, 
uHANA-PAII HANA-PAI!". Everyone gets excited as we quickly 
start preparing to to bring in the fish. One person stays at the 
wheel while my friend hand-lines the fish and I crank up the reel. · 
Giving us a hell of a time, after about a good thirty minutes of 
play, we can finally see the silver-blue figure as it circles below, 
From my view point it looks like a pretty good sized ahi. We 
finally bring it to the surface on the side of the boat. Excited, my 
friend~s father tries to gaff the fish. He just misses my face, not 
realizing how dangerously close he got. As he goes for another 
try he hits my friend in the face. Finally, he gaffs it on the third try. 
As we bring it on the boat we can see that it we,ighs over 200 
pounds. We put the ahi in some ice and get ready to c_atch more. 

As we start heading· out I see something jumping out of the 
water. As we get closer I notice there's a lot of things jumping 
there. As. we approach the spot we notice that it's some killer 
whales. There're about two of them following us on the side and 
about three more in the back; As we go along I notice the pack 
starting to get larger. Soon there's about twenty or so killer 
whales following us . 

. Suddenly, as the whales started to go elsewhere, I noticed a 
large flock of birds gathered together. As soon as we hit the flock, 
surprisingly enough, there went the screeching sound oft he reel 
again. As my friend starts to han·d-line it in he feels a,sudden ease 
in pulling and thinks he·lost the fish. As he brings u.p the line we 
notice the figure of another a hi. Seeing that it's not giving much 
of a fight we assume that it's a small one. When we bring it up we 
notice that a shark has bitten off about 20 pounds of m·eat, 
explaining why it didn't give much of a fight. After putting the 
fish away I notice some other figure moving in the water heading 
for the top. My friend thinks that it's another fish but when it 
reaches the top we find out that it's a shark. Probably the one that 
took the bite out of our fish. As my friend tries to gaff it he slips on 
the wet deck and almost falls into the water. He reaches for the 
rail and crashes to the floor. 

It's way after noon and the sun's heat waves are melting the ice. 
T·o make sure tnat we don't let the fish rot, we head for shore. On 
the ride back, everyone, relaxing has a feeling of relief and satis
faction. The fish will sell for about $1,000. Not bad for a day's 
work. 

GRADUA liON 1977 

We went your skool, 
larn how to spel 
so we kin go into world 
with nowledge to halp 
salve the prolems hear, 
but sometimes, just not sure 
if I kin understand 
the prolem that is, 
but your skoal 
teah us well 
to solve prolems. 

By Patrick Cooper 

ILLUSIONS 

Illusions of grandeur 
Float through my mind 
Filling it with wonder 

· Of things yet to find. 

The blue of fantasy 
Jhe ultimate of extremes, 
Escapes for a moment 
But is captured in dreams. 

An inescapable theory 
Of life and its true loves 
And ·the successful hawk 
That preys on peacefu I doves. 

And now the looking glass lies shattered 
Upon the naked beach 
And the image it once held 
Is now beyond my reach. 

GIVING 

Our love is of such beauty 
we are the sun rising 
the tide rolling in 

By Craig Turner 

the evergreens blowing in the gentle breeze. _ 

We're music in harmony 
a child's laughter 
we're the flickering glow of a candle 
a field of wild flowers. 

We are wine flowing free 
a crackling fire in the hearth 
a rose kissed with dew 
a sail boat at sea. 

We're the sun going down 
the smell of fresh cut hay 
the moon and the stars 

. and God's most beautiful hue . 

We're the nip in the air 
soft lights on the water 
two birds on the wing 
together we can be most anything . ~ . 

The reason is you see: 
you give of you and I give of me! 

By Karen Pomeroy 

,e ( 



FAILURE 

Failure is for those who are little fools 
Big ones, strong ones who break the rules 
Failure is painful, Failure is hard -
While the success often comes from playing 

the right ·cards. 
By john David Russell 

(>REAM OF DEATH 

By Peter Del/era 

He's dead. It's the middle of the night and I've just killed again. 
However, I remain the victim. 

As my father and I climbed out of the truck in front of my aunt 
and uncle's new house, my attention was drawn to a group of 
children playing with a dog. I was terrified and confused. What 
was there to be afraid of? I must have asked myself that question 
fifty times. Never had I been afraid of a dog and I certainly wasn't 
afraid of other kids. Still, I remained scared to death. My fears 
began to fade as I approached the house. I couldn't wait to get 
inside .. As my father opened the door he turned and said, "Wait 
outside." I beggd him to please let me go in because I was afraid. 
When the door shut, I was on the wrong side. 

HGet him!", shouted one of the kids and the dog lunged 
towards me. As I started to run, I glanced over my shoulder and 
could see the dog gaining ground. I remember hearing the 
laughter of the kids as they followed the dog, both. in hot pursuit. 
They were enjoying every minute of their sick little game. Finally, 
I collapsed. · 

The dog attacked, biting my leg. My screams for help brought 
my father to my rescue. My leg throbbed with pain and my mind 
with anger. I don't really know if a five-year-old is capable of feel
ing such deep emotion, but I knew I hated those kids for what 
they had done. 

During the past seventeen years I have been attacked many 
times by dogs of all different sizes and shapes but the confronta
tion remains the same. With a big leap the dog is upon me, biting 
and tearing my clothes. As we wrestle across the ground I get a 
surge of strength. With one mighty thrust I plunge my fist deep 
into the dog's throat, tearing his heart out. He's dead. The sweat 
pours from my face as I lay on the ground exhausted. Suddenly, 
I'm awake. Once again the victim. . 

A DAY IN DETROIT 

By Wanda Cruz 

Walking toward the Detroit bus stop· to get to school, I decide 
to take a short-cut. While walking, the area quickly becomes 

· unfamiliar. Suddenly, tall black projects loom up before me. 
Panic-stricken, my legs feel like col_lasping. How the hell did I get 
here? I've got to get the hell out of here fast! Oh God, please! 
.Don't let me get gang raped! Walking quickly through the neigh
borhood, piercing eye? ·follow me. They·'re wondering. what a 
wJiite girl is doing in their territory. 

Something looks familiar up ahead. I begin to walk faster, then 
I begin to skip, then run. It's West Grand Boulevard! My bus stop. 
The heavy weight of fear lightens when I reach the bus depot. I sit 
down on the benc.h and wait for my .bus. · 

A young black man sits down beside me. He's obviously 
checking me out. Then he asks in a superior tone of voice, uAre 
you prejudiced?" .. 

I look into his eyes; blood i-s rushing to my head,and I'm about 
to blow my top. l'm-famiHar with his mind game. If I say no, he'll 
start rapping. All at once he'll want my telephone number, to go 
out tonight, and get an easy lay with the stupid white-broad. If I 

. say yea, I'll get hassled. I reply angrily, uWhat is it with you blacks? 
It's none of your business if I am or I'm not. Don't play that shit on 
me!" I see my bus coming. Thank goodness! I quickly get up and 
board the bus. 

The black bus driver and I exchange quick smiles and hello's as 
I drop my fifty cents into the fare box. I sit near the back of the 
bus, along· with black men and women. As the bus starts, I look 
out the window and notice the young black man at the bus stop 
approaching a white girl. · · 

"What's your name? Hey babes, what's your name?" 
I pull a~ay from the window when I realize the question is 

being directed to me. _ 
"Wanda." 
The middle-aged black man sitting across from me continues 

to ask questions. I'm the main attraction among the blacks in the 
back of the bus. I feel like an object. "Do you like blacks?" he 
asks. 

"It depends," 1· reply. . 
He continues, "Would you go on a date with me; ,or do you 

think you're too good for me?" 
"I have a boyfriend." 
"So what! I don't want to go out with your boyfriend. I'm 

asking you!" he says sarcastically. 
Then he asks loudly, "Are you a virgin?" . 
I jump up on my feet and walk toward the front of the bus. I 

feel like my gut was cut open. I feel like shit! I glance at the back 
end of the bus while seating myself. He sure looks proud. I 
should've known what ·he was up to. One more stop and !'II be at 
school. · 

The bus pulls over, opens it doors, and I step out. I walk briskly 
toWard the entrance. I find a group of black girls holding the 
doors shut preventing a cold white girl from getting in. I shove 
the doors open, and some of the black girls stumble backwards
Almost falling from the surpr:ising .blow. I walk in expecting the 
worst. One black girl begins to say, "You white ... " 

"White what?" I-quickly reply, as I glare at her. She doesn't say 
a word; nor does any of the other black students present. I turn 
my back on her and walk up the stairs. 

As I enter my history class, Maria, a Chicana friend, happily 
greets me, HQue pasa hermana?" I smile and answer in Spanish, 
"Toda esta bien muchacha!" -

·we sit down when the teacher begins to lecture. 11 0pen your 
books to chapter twenty-one. We will finish discussing the en
slavement of Blacks." 

At the end of the fifty minutes, the school bell goes off. Class is 
over, and so is chapter twenty-one. As the students leave the 
classroom, a black girl, supported by other black students, begins 
to yell at Maria, me, and the other white students: "Damn . 
whites! We'll never forget what you did to us. You made us suffer 
once. Now you will!" 

I was wrong; the chapter isn't over. 
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THERE'S. ONE ·PLACE 
TO GET $15.100 FOR .. 
COLLEGE IN JUST. TWO .. 

. Soon you'll have your associate's degree. 
And if you're thinking· of continuing your education, 
you know just how expensive that will be. 

. But consider th~ Army. In the Army, if you 
participate in the Veterans' Educational Assistance 
Program (VEAP), you can accumulate $15,200 for 
college in just two years. · · · · 

That's significant for two reasons. Obviously, 
-

It's strictly a savings program, and the money 
is all yours for school. . 

VEAP is surprisingly simple. If you save be
tween $25 and $100 each month while you're in the 
Army, the government will match your savings two
for ... one. And, on top of that, you might even qualify 
for the exclusive Army education incentive of $8,000. 

· And remember, in jqst two years, you'll be 
back in schooL ' that's a lot of money. But what you may 

not have realized is that two years is the 
_shortest military enlistment available. 

MAXIMUM VIAP BENEFn'S . . Serve your COUI\try as you 
serve yourself. Call800-421;4422.- -
In California, call8Q0 ... 252 ... 0011. 
Alaska and Hawaii, 800-423 ... 2244. 
Better yet, look ·in the Yellow Pages 
under "Recruiting." 

VEAP is a great way to make it 
on your own. Since it's not a loan, you 
won't need a co-signer or collateral. · 
And you'llnever have to worry about 
making payments after graduation. 

You Save: -
Gov'tAdds 
2-for-1: 

·-
Total: 
Army Adds: 

Total Benefits: 

PerMo. 2 Yrs. 
$100 '$2,400* 

. $200 $4,800 

$300 $7,200 
. $8,000 -
$15,200** 

*Maximum individual contribution in the program. 
**Certain four year enlistments can get you as much as $25.100 . . 
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